The fabulous students in Room 2 have worked so hard in the first five weeks of this term. Everyone is trying their best to settle into the routines of school life at Wattle Grove.

We have been impressed with the effort made by the children in all areas of learning and would encourage parents to reinforce this learning at home as much as you can.

Parents, please encourage your child to greet teachers when they enter the classroom in the morning. We love to see your smiling faces ready to learn.

Our news program has started now. A news bag will come home with your child on a rotational basis. When the bag comes home, please return it on the next scheduled Kindy day. Thanks for your support.

Brainboxes will start this week. Please ask me any questions you may have regarding this or the material that is placed in the box.
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**A Note From the Teachers**

The fabulous students in Room 2 have worked so hard in the first five weeks of this term. Everyone is trying their best to settle into the routines of school life at Wattle Grove.

We have been impressed with the effort made by the children in all areas of learning and would encourage parents to reinforce this learning at home as much as you can.

Parents, please encourage your child to greet teachers when they enter the classroom in the morning. We love to see your smiling faces ready to learn.

Our news program has started now. A news bag will come home with your child on a rotational basis. When the bag comes home, please return it on the next scheduled Kindy day. Thanks for your support.

Brainboxes will start this week. Please ask me any questions you may have regarding this or the material that is placed in the box.

This program is individualised based on your child’s particular needs. I place items in the box that I feel are of the most importance to their learning as we progress through the year. Please return the box on either Monday or Tuesday depending on your child’s Kindy days (i.e. the first day of the week for your child). I will endeavour to return this by the second day of the week for you to practise over the weekend.

We love having parents in the classroom at the beginning of the day to encourage their child and have a look at work samples around the room. Please remember to leave promptly at 8:45am. If your child is becoming upset when you leave, the longer you stay the harder it is for them.

If you have any queries please do not hesitate to come and see any of us before or after school on any day except Tuesdays.
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**Term 1 Learning Focuses**

Here are some of our learning goals for Term 1. Please ask your child questions, practise with them and discuss as many of the areas below as possible. The more you show interest in what they are learning, the more interested they become.

**Learning Focuses:**
- Writing our names,
- Correct pencil grip,
- Recognising the sound that our name begins with,
- Sounds Ss, Aa, Tt, Pp, Ii, Nn,
- Shapes,
- Colours,
- Numbers and counting 1-5,
- Families
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**Merit Award Winners**

Matilda, Luis, Harish, Tom, Morgan, Ruby

---

AN INDEPENDENT PUBLIC SCHOOL
First Day

On our first day of Kindergarten we got to paint whatever we liked. We painted ourselves, our families, and lots of other things. We all love painting. Our teachers wrote down what our paintings were about. If you would like to see them, please come into the classroom so we can show them off.

Kindergarten Children

Working Together is Fun!

Our Literacy Blocks are off to a flying start. We are so organised and have been working really hard to produce our best work. We have learnt the sounds ‘Aa’ and ‘Tt’ so far this term. Ask us to sing you our sound songs.

Our teachers are very impressed with the way we are working so well with each other.

What a terrific start to the school year. Well done Zebras and Giraffes.

Kindergarten Children